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About This Software

Award-winning Guitar Lesson Software For Learning Acoustic and Electric Guitar

Best-selling eMedia Guitar Method is the most complete guitar lesson software available today.

Created with University of Colorado-Boulder's Kevin Garry, Ph.D., it delivers what you need to get started playing guitar –
whether it's rock, blues, jazz, folk, country or classical. Over 180 easy-to-follow lessons make learning fun and take you from
guitar basics to confidently playing hit songs such as "Knockin' on Heaven's Door", "Rock'n Me" and more. Plus the included

videos and eMedia interactive music technologies make lessons easier to understand. So you learn guitar faster!

Features Include:

Over 180 guitar lessons by Kevin Garry, Ph.D., award-winning guitarist and Professor of Music.

More than 50 videos, with split-screen view and close-ups of both hands, let you easily see the techniques used in the
lessons.

An Animated Fretboard that displays fingerings for chords and notes.

Lessons covering standard open chords, movable power chords, strums, palm muting, and other rhythm guitar
techniques.
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Note Tracker and Finger Tracker technology displays the notes you're playing in staff notation and on the Animated
Fretboard as the software listens to your playing via the computer microphone or line input. Interactive Feedback even
lets you see correctly played notes in melodies highlighted in real time as you play them.

Fun, interactive flash card quizzes with Pitch Tracking teaches you how to read guitar tabs (tablature), and notes (music
notation).

Over 70 songs, including hits like "Knockin' on Heaven's Door" (Bob Dylan/Guns 'n Roses), "Rock'n Me" (Steve
Miller), "House of the Rising Sun" (Animals), "Little Red Rooster" (Howlin' Wolf/Rolling Stones/Doors), "Uncle John's
Band" (The Grateful Dead), "Dreamboat Annie" (Heart), and others to make guitar lessons fun!

Songs and lessons as audio and MIDI tracks where selections can be looped, slowed or sped up.

Integrated guitar software tools include an automatic guitar tuner, chord chart/dictionary, fingering charts, and
metronome.
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Title: eMedia Guitar Method
Genre: Education
Developer:
eMedia Music
Publisher:
eMedia Music
Release Date: 7 Mar, 2016
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Review is only for Episode 1: I Want to Get Out
A clever premise simply executed. I am not a horror fan, but this game was interesting. Here's why:

The game is not much to look at - a simplistic interact system, white enamel furniture, and constant digital flicker through
windows. Progression is guided by noises and shifting lighting, which keeps the player moving through story sequences.

The premise of the game is the good part - the player's role is as the player of a video game, and the baddie is a character inside
the game your character (the guy playing the game) is playing. The baddie wants to escape the computer. Mono then uses game
crashes, glitches, and blue screens (in-game) as, essentially, game-over or end of sequence screens.

So yeah. It's clever, it's short, and it made me yell frightened obscenities at my computer despite looking bland.. One of my all
time favorites. Period. Any beat his classic!. Can only be used online, and you can't upgrade it or modify it's livery in any way.
Pretty big waste of money.. The only experience I had with sword fighting games was Chivalry. I love that game. But the chaos
of multiplayer made it very difficult for me to get into. Elium solves that problem.

Combat system is innovative and intuitive. It rewards timing and observation. There is a way to be stealthy, but I'll admit I'm not
very good at it. I always end up having to fight.

This is also a difficult game. Once you learn the ropes (around level 3) it's easy to deal with one guard. But then you'll have to
fight more than one guard at a time, and that's when things get rough.

I read one guy saying that his powerful computer couldn't get high FPS with this game. I don't know what he's talking about. I
run an i5-6500 with a Radeon 460. Game runs at around 50 FPS no problem. And my friend who has a GTX 1060 runs it
perfectly.

The other thing that is important, at least if you care about this sort of thing, is the indie aspect of it. Every now and then we get
to enjoy the rare indie gems. Games that defy big developers due to excellence in game design and pure customer service. This
is a game developed by one guy. And it's excellent. It's the kind of videogame that you want to support simply because of the
principle of it. And if on top of that it's a good game, well, Elium checks all the right boxes.

This is not a perfect game. But it's a fun game.
. 2018 and still play this game. Quite good game, what is impresive is how many units on screen this game can handle, like
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hundreds of them and still go smoothly :)
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Need 3 or 4 players, otherwise near impossible to progress past 4th or 5th level.. The Albino Hunter is a dime-a-dozen
RPGMaker game that fails on several levels;

First of all, there are no dialogue speed options, so you constantly have to press Space to speed up the text.

Secondly, after over an hour i had no new party members, no new equipment and only two dull new abilities (hit slightly harder,
prevent status effects).

With this one-man party, the game has you fight enemies that have debilitating abilities (sleep, blind). This results in endless
drawn-out battles in which you wait for your character to wake up so you can heal before going back to using the same attack
over and over again.

On top of all that, every enemy type has its own dialogue and the game shows this the same dialogue every. single. time. Boring
dialogue you've seen a thousands times followed by boring combat in which the enemy disables you constantly followed by
boring post-combat dialogue you've seen a thousand times.

It's just bizarre that they messed up something as simple as a RPGMaker game so badly.. The game was quick but the
interaction was fun and interesting. I can't say too much because it'll ruin the interactions, but I'd heavily recommend it for the
price! 8/10

Here's a playthrough, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lvrzAv733Lk&t=4s. This game is a very good discovery. Great
ambiance, excellent music and extremely good controls.
Sometimes you feel like the difficulty ramps a bit too quickly, but in a sense it makes you even more happy to finish a level.
The game mechanics allow you to improve a lot and to grind the LB.
I hope there will be more features added in the game soon (Ghosts, Speedrun mode ...etc).. AO International Tennis was
allegedly created to satisfy the needs of tennis fans all around the world who strive for a new, fresh tennis game, but it doesn't
even get close to doing so. First off, the game has a lot a bugs and sudden crashes, every time you run it having to log into the
Big Ant account, which is close to a must if you want to enjoy all game's features.
Alongside numerous bugs, the gaming experience is at most satisfactory. Often, players make robotic moves and the shots
become repetitive. Cut-out scenes skip time and they seem as you've skipped some scenes yourself before reaching them.
Overall, the game is far too expensive for what it delivers: bad coding with lots of bugs, arcadish gameplay, laggy loading. It'd
have potential to become a good to very good game if the developer would invest a tad more time in solving the bugs and lags,
and also add more players (which seems unlikely at the point, bearing in mind that the developer barely meets most basic
needs).. -Quick Review-
Gravilon might create it's own genre of game called "Puzzle Platformer". Gravilon has a unique spin on a combining minimalist
graphics and creating a 2D-platforming-puzzle atmosphere. While the game is very simple in appearance the game jumps in
difficulty very quickly.

-Detailed breakdown review-
Story: There really isn't a story in Gravilon, you're a block exploring the vastness of.... Gravilon.

Game Play: I personally love simple controls, because then you can make the gameplay more complex and difficult based
around simple controls. (for example, with Super Meat Boy, you have insanely difficult levels, but simple controls)
For Gravilon, you move right or left, and have a "slow down time" move, most of the game complexity and difficulty comes
from the environment, you can reverse your gravity by touching little white blocks.There are often times multiple paths to
complete a level, once you spawn into a level, you need to make your way to the "end block".

Achievements: There are no achievements for Gravilon at this time. Thank goodness, the achievements would undoubtedly be
as difficult as the game. (it's always possible they might be added, just so I pull out my hair in frustration.)

Price Gravilon is priced at $1.99, that's a fair asking price for the amount of time most people will spend playing this game.

Conclusion: Gravilon is a nice short game that you'll play for a couple hours, depending on how good you are at puzzle + 2D +
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platformers and or divided by stubbornness, you can probably drag out more time from the game.
While I don't really feel too strongly one way or another towards this game, I would recommend checking it out if for no other
reason then supporting the indie developer, quaint games like there are abundant but I personally always enjoy playing them.. If
you have patience, maybe enjoy this great idea, bad executed game.. Amazing game. Great game play. Great range of mods..
Depraved is still a terrible game to play. I tried playing It but since you can not disable the animal attacks I will never play this
game again. There are still no new buildings in the game and still no modding or steam workshop. I gave up on this game since
the Devs refuse to address those terrible issues. This has to be the worse game ever developed and that I think It was developed
by people who just don't want to listen. If you refuse to listen to what people are telling you then please stop developing the
game.

I will never recommend the game to anyone because of the lack of support coming from the devs. If you like games that are set
in the wild west then buy this. But buyer beware there is still not enough content to make me happy and plus no way to disable
those animal attacks. Since the game came out It has not only been a huge disappointment to me but just a terrible game overall.
Since the game has been out all the Devs done is take your money and ran with It. The devs are very sad because I was hoping
that this game was going to be very good but the game falls very short.

The game might attract people but unless the devs start paying attention to what the people are asking for on the forum and also
read the reviews that get posted this game will die.. I know im going to like this game, but could someone help me configure it
so it looks proper like the trailer videos?
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